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In this paper, I want to show you how John Curtin intervened in the writing of the
White Paper ‘Full Employment in Australia’ that was tabled in the House of
Representatives on May 30 1945, a few weeks before the Prime Minister’s death.
Curtin had directed that the White Paper be written, after returning on June 26 1944
from the USA and from Britain where the Churchill Government had published the
White Paper ‘Employment policy’ during the previous month. Postwar employment
policy was a preoccupation of the Allies, reflected in the Murray-Wagner-Thomas Bill
introduced to US Congress in January 1945 and in the Canadian paper ‘Employment
and income’ in April 1945.
One of the reasons Curtin wanted a White Paper on employment policy was to
placate critics of his Re-establishment and employment bill. Parliamentary debate
on that bill took up many days in the autumn of 1945, as did the bills reforming the
Commonwealth Bank and the banking system. In the months before the Japanese
surrender, Labor was laying the legislative foundations of postwar reconstruction.
While students of political history are likely to be told something of the banking bills
controversy – the prelude to Labor’s unsuccessful attempt to nationalise the private
banks in 1947-9 – the Re-establishment and employment bill is less likely to be
remembered nowadays. This obscurity is unmerited, for in that bill a basic principle
of citizen entitlement was under discussion.
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The Labor Government sought to oblige employers to give preference to employing a
person who was either an ex-serviceman or woman, or a civilian who had been
exposed to enemy fire for seven years after the Act’s proclamation. Opposition
members thought that Labor did not go far enough; they argued for the ‘ex-service’
preference to last indefinitely. However, trade unions were disappointed that a Labor
Government was not legislating that preference in employment be given to members
of trade unions.
The Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) had pushed the Curtin Government
since its inception to introduce employment preference for trade unionists. When
setting out a framework of cooperation and consultation between the government
and the trade union movement in December 1941, the ACTU included ‘universal
application of absolute preference for unionists.’ 1 The government, as employer and
purchaser, took this up. ‘Beasley’s Ministry of Supply and Development insisted upon
100 per cent membership amongst clothing workers, and Makin’s Ministry of
Munitions advised workers that union benefits would accrue only to union members.
The Civil Construction Corps recruits were instructed to bring along their “union
tickets” when reporting for jobs.’ 2
Because of the huge increase in the Australian labour force (200,000 extra since the
beginning of the war) union preference had become ‘crucial’, in the words of the
ACTU’s historian, to its ‘obligations to the labour movement and the Labor
Government.’ 3 The ACTU’s determination to unionise the vastly expanded workforce
was rewarded; the proportion of the workforce who were trade union members
increased from 49.3 to 54.2 per cent from 1941 to 1945.
These war-time measures were heartening to the ACTU, but would the Labor
Government’s postwar planning continue to promote union preference? Hagan points
to the limits of the ACTU’s influence over postwar planning. Chifley, Treasurer and
Minister for Postwar Reconstruction, created a forum in which such issues could be
discussed. At his request, the ACTU set up a Standing Committee of the Executive
Committee and Vice-Presidents to consult with the Department of Postwar
Reconstruction. However, these discussions were advisory only, and they dealt with
those areas already determined by Chifley and his specialist advisers.’ 4
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The preference issue first arose in parliament in 1943, in debate over the Australian
Soldiers’ Repatriation Act. The Senate amended the government’s bill so that
servicemen who had served outside Australia or in combat zones would be preferred
as the employees of the Commonwealth. In the House of Representatives, Labor
reluctantly accepted this new provision. Two years later, when it introduced the Reestablishment and employment bill, the Curtin Government was committed to
generalising ex-service preference to all employers, albeit with a seven year sunset
clause. According to Hagan ‘throughout the whole of the war period, the ACTU urged
the Government to use its powers to introduce absolute preference for unionists and
to reject any preference for ex-service personnel.’ 5 The provisions of the Reestablishment and employment bill demonstrated the limits of the ACTU’s influence
over the Curtin Cabinet.
I can think of three reasons why the Labor Government became committed to exservice preference, braving the discontent of the trade unions:
First, the government incurred a debt to service men and women when Curtin
persuaded the Labor Party, in January 1943, that conscripts could be placed in
overseas combat duty. This overturned the deeply-held anti-conscription convictions
of a whole generation of the Labour Movement.
Second, any government (Labor or Liberal) had reason to fear the social disruption
that a badly managed demobilisation could bring. Such disruption, immediately after
the First World War, was in the memory of every Member of Parliament. 6 The scale
of the 1940s demobilisation made it one of the largest projects ever undertaken by
an Australian Government. If we include not only service personnel, but all those in
war industries, then about 600,000 persons (one fifth of the labour supply) were due
to be re-absorbed into other than war-time occupations.
Third, Labor thought that they could address trade union unhappiness by promising
that in a full employment economy the intended preference clause would not
disadvantage anyone.
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This brings me to one of the main arguments of this paper: the immediate political
utility of the White Paper ‘Full Employment in Australia’ was that it neutralised the
Labor Government’s differences with the ACTU on the preference issue.
We can see the ameliorative potential of the White Paper in the words of the Labor
member for Lilley, Mr. Hadley, when he spoke in favour of the Re-establishment and
employment bill in the House of Representatives on 18 May 1945:
I take second place to no man in recognising my responsibility to do my best to
ensure that our obligations to the members of the forces shall be met to the fullest
degree possible. We also have responsibilities to the civilian population. The best way
in which to meet our obligations to both sections of the community is by ensuring
that there shall be jobs for everyone capable of and willing to work, for then the
question of preference will not arise. It is the policy of this Government and of every
member of the Labor party to do all possible to ensure work in plenty. 7
A few minutes later, he gave an instance where ‘preference’ could be divisive:
There may be three sons to a family; the youngest is too young to go to the war, the
second son is engaged in essential industry, and the oldest son goes to the war.
When the war is over and he comes back, he may have to compete for employment
with his younger brother – or the civilian brothers of some of his mates who fought
on the battle-front. In that way, brother will be set against brother.
He was then challenged by Archie Cameron: ‘The honourable member is advocating
preference to those who did not fight.’ Hadley replied: ‘No. My contention is that to
live up to its obligations, a Government must ensure that every member of the
community shall have the right to work.’ 8
The White Paper went through eight drafts over about a year, starting in the
Department of Postwar Reconstruction, of which Dr.H C Coombs was DirectorGeneral. From a discussion lasting from May to November 1944, wholly within this
Department, emerged a draft by economists Jim Nimmo and Gerald Firth (Draft A) on
December 14 1944. Coombs’ revisions of A gave rise to Draft B, which circulated
within the Department in January 1945. 9 In that month, further revisions by Firth
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and Nimmo produced Draft C. Draft C was the first version to be discussed outside
the small group of officials working under Coombs; it appears to have gone out to
senior officials in other Departments in late February 1945.
Coombs and his colleagues responded rapidly to comment on Draft C, splitting it into
a technical paper and a political manifesto. The former, with its tables of statistical
projections about the immediate post-war years, would be published separately; the
political manifesto, now known as draft D, expounded the principles, machinery and
benefits of full employment in the long term. Draft D was completed on March 15
1945, and went before Cabinet on March 20. 10 According to L F Crisp, one of
Coombs’ officers, the political need for a White Paper was now urgent. On March 23,
the second reading of the Re-establishment and Re-employment bill would begin.
‘[T]he Government wanted its faith in full employment policies formally and officially
proclaimed to sweeten the atmosphere for the Reestablishment and Employment Bill
(with its sticky preference clauses) and for its banking Bills.’ 11
One particular copy of Draft D, available in the National Archives of Australia, is of
great interest. 12 Its title page is inscribed: ‘Copy used by D-G [Coombs] at Expert
Committee (meeting 4 April 1945) carrying PM’s comments and amendments to
“D”‘. Selwyn Cornish has quoted Coombs writing on 17 March, anticipating a Cabinet
meeting on 20 March, that he was particularly keen to have Curtin’s comments on
the passages to do with machinery of government. 13 Coombs had worked with
Chifley (his Minister for Postwar Reconstruction from January 1943 to January
1945) much more than with Curtin, so it is worth pausing to hear what Coombs
recalled in 1994 about the relationship between the two men’s views. ‘[T]here was no
significant difference between Curtin and Chifley. They worked together all the way
through and I think if there had been any differences, Chifley would have given
way…Curtin relied very much on Chifley’s economic and financial knowledge and was
guided by him, but there was no uncertainty as to where the final yes or no lay and
that was with Curtin.’ 14 Curtin probably wrote his comments on Draft D in the few
days between 15 and 20 March.
Curtin’s annotations on Draft D can be divided into the stylistic and the substantive. I
will not say much about the stylistic other than to recall that Curtin had been a
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professional journalist and so could be expected to take an interest in details of
expression. I have itemised these stylistic suggestions in an Appendix. Curtin’s
substantive changes and deletions can be analysed under the following headings:
1. Machinery of government
2. Avoiding specific targets
3. Avoiding unequivocal rankings of principles or objectives
4. Avoiding clear exclusion of certain macro-economic policy options
5. Avoiding things smacking of ‘unsound finance’
6. Reforming wage-setting 15
1. Machinery of government
It is a clear prime ministerial comment on the ambitions that Coombs held for his
own Department as a future agency of economic policy coordination that Curtin
wanted paragraphs 194 and 195 deleted:
The Commonwealth Government intends to develop a Central Planning Office. This
body will supplement, and in no way cut across, the functions of existing
Departments, with which it will work in close collaboration. Its functions grow
naturally out of the work of the Department of War Organisation of Industry and that
now being carried out by the Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction. (D, par 194)
The essence of the employment policy outlined in this paper is the maintenance of
sufficient investment expenditure of the right kind and in the right places. It is
accordingly proposed that a National Investment Board should be linked with the
Central Planning Office, with the function of reviewing material prepared by that
Office and recommending appropriate level and balance of investment from time to
time. This Board will include representatives of the Departments and agencies most
closely concerned with the planning and finance of public and private investment. In
the first instance, it will be presided over by the Minister for Post-War
Reconstruction. (D, par 195)
The published draft merely asserted that it has become an urgent matter of
government organisation to make better provision, both for general inter-
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departmental collaboration in the development of policy affecting more than one
Department, and for the examination of major questions of policy from the
standpoint of Cabinet as a whole. (par 26)
Curtin was also sensitive to the White Paper’s representations of federal relations. He
directed that the drafters delete the following sentence. The Commonwealth
Government is convinced that within the framework of the Australian Federal system
ways and means for the effective discharge of this responsibility [maintaining full
employment] can be found, and that the people of Australia will not tolerate any
constitutional or other obstacles which might stand in the way of a successful policy
of full employment. (D par 3) Curtin was here reacting against his officials’ tendency
to set aside, as a minor and temporary setback, the voters’ ‘No’ vote in the 1944
Powers referendum (in which the Commonwealth had sought to gain powers hitherto
exercised by the States, under 14 headings, for five years after the declaration of the
peace.) In the opening paragraph of the White Paper, we find the sentence: Because
the Referendum was not carried, the co-operation of State Governments and local
authorities will be particularly necessary. (par 1)
As well, Curtin asked for ‘elaboration’ of a paragraph that stated the need to plan
Commonwealth and State public investment through a National Works Council. The
published White Paper refers to the National Works Council as an existing forum for
consultation between Commonwealth and States over public capital expenditure
(pars 45, 99, 114) and it makes respectful reference to the role of the States and to
the need for Commonwealth/State consultation in pars 1, 24, 99, 100, 116, 117,
129, 130. It is in this spirit of assuring the public that he had heard the message of
the 1944 referendum that Curtin asked for a sentence to be added to paragraph 130
on the gradual withdrawal of subsidies that were instruments of price control: Policy
in this vital matter may devolve upon the States at some period before the transition
has been completed.
2. Avoiding specific targets
Curtin did not want the White Paper to define ‘full employment’ as a maximum rate
of unemployment. He directed that the drafters delete the following words:
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As compared with 10% immediately before the war and an average of 14% for the
twenty years between the wars, a recorded rate of unemployment of 4% might be
expected once the economy has settled down after the transition. Such a measure of
unemployment would be consistent with a state of affairs in which everyone
genuinely seeking work would be able to find a job within a comparatively short time.
(D, par 6)
The White Paper did not define ‘full employment’ as a percentage of the workforce
‘unemployed’. However, in paragraph 26, it anticipated that there will be a tendency
towards a shortage of men instead of a shortage of jobs. One senior public service
economist, Deputy Director General of the Department of War Organisation of
Industry Ronald Walker was then forecasting that unemployment was unlikely ever
to fall as low as 4 per cent. 16
3. Avoiding unequivocal rankings of principles or objectives
It seems that Curtin was wary of some of his officials’ ringing declarations of policy
principle. For example, paragraph 45 of Draft D pointed to the strategic importance
of public investment, asserting: …chief reliance against any threat to full
employment (and particularly a sudden threat) must be placed on an increase in
public investment at least sufficient to maintain total spending at the full
employment level, and so provide a breathing space during which action can be
taken, if necessary, to step up other types of spending. Curtin directed that the
drafters delete the sentence that followed: This is the over riding principle of the
government’s public spending policy.
Under the heading ‘Other problems of the transition (1) the balance of payments’ in
paragraph 117, the drafters again caught Curtin’s cautious eye. He directed them to
delete: It is therefore clear that deliberate control of spending on imports will be
inevitable in the transition. No domestic economic policy, other than one which
involved widespread unemployment and loss of income, could avoid the necessity for
this control in the early post-war years. The Government does not consider a policy
of deliberate deflation to be worthy of serious consideration. Curtin seems to have
wanted to avoid a clear ranking of government objectives – such that ‘deliberate
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deflation’ was ruled out and an open-ended tolerance for import controls was ruled
in. However, the White Paper did say that the deflationary method [of dealing with a
deficit in the balance of payments] is inconsistent with a full employment policy, and
serves the interests neither of the people of Australia nor of the people of the
countries with which Australia trades. The Government will not countenance this
method in future. (par 90) And the paragraph that followed entertained the
possibility of ‘quantitative restriction of imports’ (par 91). It would seem that
Curtin’s caution on this point did not survive the next month of drafting.
4. Avoiding exclusion of certain macro-economic policy options
Curtin wanted the drafters to delete paragraph 121. It said that Monetary policy will
conform to the requirements of the investment programme selected for the
transition period. Interest rates will be kept to a minimum, though radical changes
from present comparatively low levels will be neither necessary nor desirable. I
interpret his deletion as signalling Curtin’s dislike, not of low interest rates, but of
seeming to rule out certain options (such as increases in interest rates) within
macro-economic policy. In the event, the White Paper committed the Labor
Government to continuing its current policy of low interest rates (par 39).
Curtin was sensitive about the draft’s discussion of exchange rate policy. He struck
out the following .
Alteration of the exchange rate is one conceivable method of restoring the balance [of
payments]. Although at one time widely canvassed, the exchange rate regarded as an
instrument of short-term policy suffers from disadvantages similar to those of
‘flexible’ taxation. A change in the rate should only be contemplated in response to
long-term factors, such as a permanent change in the terms on which we exchange
our exports for the imports we need. Membership of the International Monetary Fund
would also impose strict conditions for any change in the rate. (D, par 179)
The White Paper made almost no mention of the International Monetary Fund – a
policy issue that called for the utmost tact on the part of Curtin’s successor Chifley
in 1946 and 1947. On the one hand, there was a strong current of hostility within
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Labor to any compromise of Australia’s sovereignty in economic policy. On the other
hand, postwar international agreements on currency, trade and employment – in
whose development Australia was taking an active interest – were probably going to
bind Australia in some ways. It was to Australia’s diplomatic advantage to appear to
be willing to abide by international regulation of exchange rate alterations. While not
mentioning the IMF, the White Paper entertained the possibility of altering the
exchange rate if the deficit in the balance of payments is primarily due to a
permanent decline in oversea demand for Australian products, and if it is not
possible to restore export income by shifts of productive resources to meet changes
in world demands…(D, par 91)
5. Avoiding ‘unsound’ public sector finance
At one point, Curtin wrote ‘reduce emphasis’ in the margin. The point requiring less
emphasis was the Commonwealth Bank’s influence over private investment:
Banking and financial policy may play an important part, and in particular [Curtin
directed that drafters delete ‘in particular’] it is hoped that the special department
which the Government is now setting up within the Commonwealth Bank to provide
finance for small and growing industries will make a vital [Curtin directed that
drafters substitute ‘modest’ for ‘vital’] contribution to the stability of investment and
to its encouragement in directions which will add significantly to our industrial
development. The Government also proposes to co-operate with private enterprise in
the exchange of information and in the provision of advice and research, so as to
ensure the firmest and most satisfactory basis for the plans both of the Government
and of private enterprise. (D, par 40)
The White Paper does not seem to me to give this point any less emphasis than the
draft to which Curtin objected. 17
Sometimes the drafters must have seemed to Curtin to be begging for political
trouble, in the looseness of their drafting. He directed that paragraph 46 be deleted in
full:
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Public investment will be met from internal borrowings, in the course of which the
Commonwealth Bank will be relied on to the greatest practical extent. Precisely to
what extent the Commonwealth Bank can safely be used cannot be forecast in
advance, but will depend on the economic and financial circumstances of the time at
home and abroad. (D, par 46)
As Schedvin explains, the previous Labor Government of James Scullin (1929-32) had
angered the custodians of Australian finance with what they saw as a lax approach
to government deficits. In 1931, the Commonwealth Bank
“on behalf of the [banking] system as a whole, placed a limit on the amount of deficit
finance, insisting that governments adopt a collective plan to achieve budget balance
within a defined period. Within the Labor government this was seen as an attack on
democratic principles, and in particular on the right of an elected government to
determine its own budgetary policy. The Bank won this contest: the mildly
expansionary programme proposed by the government could not be financed, and
governments adopted a moderately deflationary package leading to balanced
budgets over a three-year period. The bitterness caused by this episode was deep and
abiding. The mistrust of the banks within the labour movement was intensified, and
banking reform moved to the top of the Labor Party’s agenda. The more radical
members of the party believed passionately that the banks had been largely
responsible for the depression….for many years after World War II central banking
was conducted in the long shadow of 1931.” 18
The White Paper’s words for this sensitive issue were that Financing by the
Commonwealth Bank can be used to advantage up to the limit of available men and
resources, but if carried beyond this point it would gravely threaten the real incomes
of workers and low income groups and would result in conditions so unstable that full
employment could not be maintained. (par 84) Labor’s prudential respect for
established canons of ‘sound finance’ could be expressed as a concern to defend
workers’ and others’ incomes from the ravages of inflation.
Curtin was happy with paragraph 48 on the need for taxes to cover government
expenditure without adding ‘interest-bearing debt’. The Draft said: Loan moneys will
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normally be expended on capital goods, developmental works, and other projects
(such as training and research) which add to Australia’s capacity for the production
of goods and services. Curtin let that stand, but he wanted the following sentence
deleted: However, should the maintenance of full employment for any reason require
it, the Government will not hesitate to depart from this principle in favour of the overriding principle that public investment must be at least sufficient to maintain total
spending at the full employment level. Curtin possibly thought that this statement
courted reaction from those who thought that the ‘overriding principle’ of public
finance was the need to be able to cover repayment from current revenue. The White
Paper promised that there will be no place in this full employment policy for schemes
designed to make work for work’s sake (par 6). It declared taxation to be the main
source of revenue, urging the government to publicise the purposes of public
expenditure and to extract tax equitably. The yield from taxation, under conditions of
full employment, would cover at least all public expenditure on current items,
including the maintenance of existing assets. It should also make some contribution
towards public capital expenditure (par 83). In short, the White Paper left open the
possibility that governments would borrow from the public or from the central bank
(see par 81) to cover expenditures not covered by tax revenue.
6. Reform of wage-setting
Among economists planning full employment policy – and this is true even of Keynes
himself – there remained one large unanswered question: how would organised
labour behave when there was a shortage of men rather than of jobs? Curtin’s
greatest differences of opinion with the officials who created Draft D were about how
to project the future discipline of labour.
L F Giblin, chair of the Financial and Economic Committee, had raised this issue as
early as 1942, telling Treasurer Chifley that ‘It would no doubt be possible to keep
everyone employed after the war, but only (a) by adoption of a fully planned peace
economy, which would take time to build up just as the war economy has taken time;
(b) by controls fully up to war standards and particularly by a control and direction
of labour, which, in the absence of war conditions, would have to be much more
severe than at present. It does not seem to me that these implications of
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maintaining everyone in employment are generally recognized.’ Chifley had replied: ‘I
am glad to have your views because this problem of “Full Employment” is, I know, full
of snags.’ 19
One way to turn the White Paper into an appeal to workers to maintain their wartime self-discipline was to dwell on the risk of inflation. Against paragraph 147,
Curtin wrote in the margin: ‘Expand section on price changes’. That paragraph said:
“In the transition period, workers will seek higher wages and generally will be in a
stronger position to bargain for them. If they are to get fair treatment, and yet at the
same time an upward spiral of wages and prices is to be avoided, careful thought
must be given to wages policy”.(D, par 147)
The White Paper declared that price control will be essential in the transition period
(par 101). Under the heading ‘Controls in the transition’, the White Paper also
discussed plans to ensure the mobility of labour. However, the White Paper said
nothing about transitional controls over the levels of wages.
Generally, Curtin seems to have judged that the less said about long term wages
policy the better. This is consistent with my argument that one of the political
purposes of the White Paper was to ameliorate trade union discontent about the
preference issue. Why stir them up by canvassing new ideas about wages policy?
Curtin’s deletions go to the heart of Labor’s approach to reforming capitalism. The
officials had drafted paragraph 148 about the purposes for which ‘increased wage
rates may reasonably be sought in conditions of maximum production’. Curtin
deleted (c) to increase the proportionate share of the national output which is
received by wage earners, in accordance with the community’s ideas of social justice.
The White Paper has nothing to say about the principles that might underpin Labor’s
approach to workers’ share in the nation’s wealth. Rather it links wages rises to
productivity.
” A sense of responsibility of the trade union movement to the community is more
likely to be fully developed if unions generally are satisfied that the system of wage
fixation is such as to pass on to workers a fair share of increased output flowing from
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the growing productivity of labour as technical processes improve, and our resources
are further developed. It should be possible to have a periodical review of the
standard of consumption which the basic wage is to represent – a review designed
expressly to ensure that the normal upward trend of real output available per head is
duly reflected in the level of real wages. The main factor affecting this trend will be
progressive technical improvements increasing the productivity of labour” (par 77).
Against paragraph 151 – concerned with workers sharing in fruits of increased
productivity – he wrote in the margin cost of living adjustments to continue. He also
wrote two marginal points next to this paragraph. One said: publication of National
Incomes figures in popular forms. Curtin seems to have shared in the view expressed
by Coombs, among others, that if workers were given a factual statistical account of
‘the economy’ they would be more likely to listen in sympathy to what economists
were telling them about the limits on wage rises. The other marginal note said:
necessity for willingness to change jobs – unions to interest members in volume of
employment in their trades. Again, the worker is assumed to be a rational actor open
to influence through statistical accounts of the labour market.
There were three paragraphs in Draft D on which Curtin wished to hear the views of
his colleagues. He wrote ‘Cabinet to decide’ next to paragraphs 152-4. I will first deal
with paragraphs 153 and 154.
” The third reason advanced for increased wages is to give workers a proportionately
larger share of the national output. It is not certain that a redistribution of income
can be achieved by promoting a general rise in wages in excess of the expansion of
output per head, because increases in money wages are usually passed on to
consumers in higher prices so that wage-earners may on balance be no better off. (D,
par 153)
The Government believes, therefore, that more effective progress towards an
equitable distribution of goods and services is likely to come from a steady
development of social services financed by progressive taxation. Included in social
services are not only money payments but also the development of a range of
community services provided by Commonwealth, State, local and other public
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authorities including education, medical and health services, and community
facilities such as kindergartens, centres for cultural and leisure activities.” (D, par
154)
As I have shown above, Curtin had already deleted a paragraph on the possible
redistribution of the national product, through wage rises, to workers. Paragraph 153
was setting out why rises in money wages might not be an effective way to improve
the material living standards of the working class. Paragraph 154 proposed a
solution: the social wage. This is the way forward that the White Paper eventually
proposed (par 79).
Increased wages are not the only means by which workers receive a larger share of
the national output. In Australia, a significant contribution to living standards has
been made in the past, and will continue to be made, by a high level of social
services. Some of these are in the form of direct money payments, such as invalid
and old-age pensions, child endowment and widows’ pensions. Others are services
provided directly by governments and public authorities, including education, health
and medical services, kindergartens and libraries.
When we look at what happened to paragraph 152 – comparing Draft D with the
published paper – we might conclude: not much.
” The Government proposes to set up a special committee to report upon possible
changes in the principles and machinery for making general wage adjustments. The
Committee will include a judge of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court, senior
officials with appropriate experience, and representatives of the Trade Unions and
Employer’s Associations. It will report directly to the Prime Minister.” (D, par 152)
The White Paper said (par 78): The Government is considering the setting up of a
special committee on which employers and employees will be represented to report
on possible changes in the principles and machinery for making general adjustments
in wages and industrial conditions.
However, this short reference to a possible committee was all that was left of a much
more difficult problem that the Postwar Reconstruction officials had wanted the
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White Paper to raise. 20 When their Draft B had turned to the question of labour’s
efficiency under full employment conditions, Coombs’ and his colleagues had
consciously challenged Labour Movement thinking by canvassing ‘methods of
payment based upon individual output.’
” The Labour Movement in the past has generally been opposed to the development of
such ‘piece-work’ systems of payment. The Government shares the fears of
employees that such systems are capable of being used to undermine established
standards and to develop an intensity of work which can impair the long-term health
and efficiency of the individual. At the same time the Government is conscious that
recent developments overseas suggest the possibility that where a strong trade union
movement exists to protect the interests of the worker and modern methods of wage
fixing are employed that it is possible to raise the general level of production and the
wages and standards of living of the employees themselves. Before accepting such
developments, however, the closest investigation is necessary to ensure that the
long-term interests of the employed are not impaired. (Draft B, pars 198,199)” 21
Draft D had canvassed similar possibilities in paragraph 171. Curtin intervened in
two ways. He wanted the phrase ‘by employers’ to be deleted from: It is frequently
contended by employers that, at least in the short period, individual efficiency can be
increased by wage payments based upon individual output. He also placed question
marks beside the following sentences:
” The Labour Movement has been generally opposed to the development of piecework systems. The Government shares the opposition of employees to systems
which are capable of being used to undermine established standards and to develop
an intensity of work which can impair the long-term health and efficiency of the
individual. At the same time there have been developments in recent years in other
countries, such as, for instance, systems of payment based on the output of a team
of workers, which may be worthy of closer investigation.” (D, par 171)
The following paragraph Curtin wanted entirely deleted:
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” The Government believes the whole field of labour relations and working conditions
is of profound importance to both the future efficiency of labour and the welfare of
workers, and that every effort must be made to keep Australian ideas and practices
abreast of the most progressive thought in these fields. It proposes, therefore, to
send overseas a special delegation which will include an Arbitration Court Judge,
experts in industrial welfare and representatives of Trade Unions and of Employers to
report upon working conditions, labour participation in management, employeremployee relations generally, development of new incentives to efficiency and any
other industrial matters affecting the standard of living, health and long-term
efficiency of the employee.” (D, par 172)
Instead of canvassing piece work or other new ways to determine wages, the White
Paper’s considerations on labour’s efficiency should, in Curtin’s view, focus on what
the government would do to make the labour market more fluid, to pre-empt
shortages of labour in certain occupations, industries and regions. Thus he wrote
Department of Labour and National Service to be continued after the war in the
margin next to the following paragraph:
” The Government recognises that it will take time to build up in the minds of
employers and employees a mutual understanding of their rights and
responsibilities. Both must recognise that their individual and group interests must
be subordinated to the welfare of the community as a whole; both will need to realise,
particularly during the transition period, that there are likely to be many more
sources of friction in the war’s aftermath of fatigue and irritation; both will need to
exercise patience and tolerance if the difficult problems of industrial relations are to
be solved.” (D, par 173)
In the White Paper, under the heading ‘Mobility of Resources’, paragraphs 55-62
outlined public policy (the Commonwealth Employment Service in the Department of
Labour and National Service) designed to ensure the occupational and residential
mobility of labour.
Curtin was sensitive to the problem of making specific commitments. He rejected a
quantitative definition of unemployment, and nor would he commit his government
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to embracing import controls and rejecting deflation, as ways to deal with balance of
payments problems. It did not suit him to appear to promise low interest rates and
low taxes. Curtin did not welcome the D draft’s recommended changes in the
machinery of Commonwealth economic policy coordination. He wrote ‘no’ beside the
paragraph foreshadowing the Central Planning Office and the National Investment
Board. He crossed out a sentence implying Labor’s intolerance of constitutional or
other obstacles which might stand in the way of a successful policy of full
employment and he suggested that price control be devolved to the States. When the
draft acknowledged that Australia’s economic policy options would one day be
constrained by membership of the International Monetary Fund, Curtin again wrote
‘no’.
Curtin was careful about the draft’s thoughts on public finance. He did not want his
government to say that maintaining full employment was the over-riding principle of
the government’s public spending policy. Nor did he agree that the pursuit of full
employment would sometimes justify government borrowing for expenditure on
other than capital projects. He did not like the paragraph that acknowledged
uncertainty about the extent to which the Commonwealth Bank would fund public
works.
When it came to his government’s relationships with the Labour Movement, Curtin
preferred to let Cabinet decide two of the issues raised in the draft – whether wealth
should be redistributed through enhanced social security and services to the public
or through a more aggressively pro-Union approach to wage fixing, and whether
there needed to be a special study to decide the future criteria of wage fixing.
However, he wrote ‘no’ beside the draft’s proposal to study overseas experiments in
work discipline.
According to Butlin and Schedvin, when the White Paper was tabled at the end of May
1945, ‘Few were satisfied with the result…the economists regarded it as a pallid
representation of their views.’ 22 I suggest that one reason for their dissatisfaction
was that they thought that the government of labour under full employment required
an incomes policy; the White Paper -aimed at placating the union movement over
the employment preference issue – did not include one. Ronald Walker (Deputy
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Director General of the Department of War Organisation of Industry) forecast that
‘There was every prospect of the most urgent of all post-war problems being that of
industrial unrest…It was to be expected that organized labour would seek post-war
“concessions” in the form of higher wages and reduced working hours…the supreme
problem of post-war reconstruction would lie in the field of industrial relations, with
the opposing parties each attempting to use the Government to their own ends. Of all
post-war problems this was perhaps the least susceptible to war-time investigation
and planning.’ 23
Walker qualified that forecast with another – that unemployment was unlikely to fall
as low as 4 per cent and that ‘fear of unemployment will not completely disappear if
the average rate falls to 8 or even 6 per cent. Moreover, although the loss of one’s job
may be less of a catastrophe in a period of relatively high employment than when
there are many unemployed, there remains the risk of having to accept a less
attractive position.’ 24
The White Paper might have ducked the hard issues of labour discipline and labour
reward under full employment, but the Chifley Government, from 1945 until its
defeat in December 1949, made a series of attempts to rise to the political challenge
of full employment. A 1943 paper by Michal Kalecki spelt out the political shift that a
full employment society implied. The new framework for governing capitalism ‘will
reflect the increased power of the working class.’ 25 That is, once the capitalist class
lost unemployment as a discipline over labour, the representatives of labour could
suggest the quid pro quo of labour self-discipline. A new, sustainable social contract
would have to respect the interests of organised labour.
We can interpret some of the initiatives of the Chifley Government as efforts to build
this new framework, that is, as the beginnings of an ‘incomes policy’ that would offer
some security to the working class. At the September 1946 election, Chifley asked
voters to grant the Commonwealth powers over the terms and conditions of
employment. The referendum lost. Also lost was a constitutional amendment that
would have given the Commonwealth powers to smooth fluctuations in the incomes
of primary producers. On the third constitutional issue of 1947, Chifley won the
Commonwealth powers with respect to ‘the provision of maternity allowances,
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widows’ pensions, child endowment, unemployment, pharmaceutical, sickness and
hospital benefits, medical and dental services…, benefits to students and family
allowances.’ 26 In May 1948, the Commonwealth asked the electors to grant it power
over rents and prices – enabling Commonwealth government influence over the
purchasing power of wages. This referendum failed.
The Commonwealth acquired some lesser powers to influence workers’ standard of
living: the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement of 1946, the Pharmaceutical
Benefits Act of June 1947, and the National Health Services Act of 1948 – as well as
the power won in 1946 to legislate social welfare payments. However, without the
constitutional power to legislate terms and conditions of employment as part of a
coordinated economic policy, the Commonwealth had no choice but to continue to
accept the Arbitration Commissioners’ judgment as to what wage levels would
ensure industrial peace. In amending the Conciliation and Arbitration Act in 1947,
the Chifley Government provided for an economists’ bureau to be set up to advise the
Commission’s wage-setting judgments. However, this bureau was never established.
Without constitutional power over rents, prices and primary producer income flows,
the Commonwealth could not bring the incomes of property owners and capitalists
within an overall incomes policy. Labor was stuck with the Arbitration Court as its
imperfect instrument of a wages policy. Some of the officials who prepared the White
Paper in 1944-5 hoped that the working class would embrace new ways to determine
wage levels. On the one hand, they wanted Labor to enunciate a wages policy that
included the possibility of redistributing wealth from capital to labour. Curtin and his
colleagues preferred a wages policy that restricted wage rises to productivity and
cost of living adjustments. On the other hand, the officials wanted Labor to explore
piece rates. On this point Labor heard them – after the war.
In 1947 Chifley convened a tripartite ‘Better Industrial Relations’ conference. The
ACTU representatives agreed, without enthusiasm, to investigate incentive payment
systems. However at the 1947 ACTU Congress the Sheetmetal Workers Union won
support for their motion ’emphatically’ rejecting incentive payments ‘because the
bitter experience of the trade union movement has proved such methods result in an
intensification of labor and the weakening and disruption of the trade union
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movement.’ The Federal Parliamentary Labor Party and the party’s Federal Executive
requested nonetheless that the ACTU’s Full Executive survey incentives in affiliated
unions. So the issue was debated again at the 1949 ACTU Congress, and again
incentive payments were dismissed. 27
If we see ‘full employment’ as the threshold of a very significant change in the class
relations of liberal capitalist society, then the persistence of constitutional and
political obstructions to a national incomes policy was a more important defeat for
the Chifley Government than Labor’s failure to nationalise the banks 1947-9.
Without bedding down an incomes policy in the transition to peace (and with 23
years of Coalition rule in the Long Boom) Australian trade unions continued to do
what they knew best: pursuing money wages by applying their bargaining power
where they had any. I believe that this thwarted the development of a corporatist
style of social democracy, in which wages and other components of the material
well-being of the working class could be negotiated within an all-embracing political
framework. Only at the very end of the Whitlam Government did a Labor Government
and the ACTU start to negotiate such a framework: their substantial agreement over
what to ask of the April 1975 National Wages case.
In a December 1975 retrospective on the Whitlam Government, John Edwards made
a remark that takes us back to the drafting of the White Paper in 1945 and in
particular to John Curtin’s cautious refusal to raise and to decide a basic issue of
social democratic strategy. Edwards wrote that in 1972 Labor
” arrived in office with an unresolved, almost unrecognised, conflict over the means
by which it would promote equality. From the earliest days of his parliamentary
career, Whitlam was a proponent of the ‘services’ approach to promoting equality.
He wished to see a huge expansion of the services Governments provided their
citizens, and to make those services available to all who needed them. Other
Ministers, particularly those (like Clyde Cameron) with trade-union backgrounds, did
not express any opposition to the services approach but were more interested in
changing income shares within the community.” 28
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In Edwards’ view this issue remained undebated and therefore unresolved when the
Whitlam Government fell. In this respect, we can say that the Whitlam Government
carried the legacy of the Curtin Government’s limited objectives for its 1945 White
Paper.
Appendix: John Curtin’s Stylistic Amendments to Draft D of ‘Full Employment in
Australia’:
* from par 1 delete ‘wanted to’ [work], and substitute ‘desired’ [work]
* par 21 substitute ‘public’ for ‘communal’ [consumption]
* par 22 delete ‘strategic’ from the phrase ‘the principal strategic factors’
* from par 21 deleted the words ’employment and therefore’ from the sentence ‘If
employment and therefore incomes are stable, a high degree of stability in personal
consumption can be expected.’
* recast par 23 which read: ‘If full employment is to be maintained, public policy
must ensure that the total of investment (public and private) will be large enough to
make up the deficiency in spending below the maximum production which remains
after allowing for a given total of consumption (personal and communal) and net
spending from overseas. If this “gap” is not bridged by investment, there will not be
enough total spending to provide a market for all the goods and services which will be
produced in conditions of full employment, and therefore employment and
production will fall.’
* into par 24 insert ‘the value of’ to phrase ‘while the total fall in [the value of]
production’…
* in par 31 substitute ‘long run’ for ‘deep-seated’ [tendency] for private spending
persistently [delete ‘persistently’] to fall short of the amount necessary to ensure
maximum production, so giving rise to a chronic state of [delete chronic state of]
under-employment…’
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* par 35 substitute ‘promote’ for ‘ensure’ [gradually rising standards of
consumption]
* par 39 delete ‘The Government’s view is that’ [the best hope of a reasonable degree
of stability…]
* par 53 The basic feature of full employment policy will be the planning and
implementation of [delete last 5 words] a general Australian programme of rising
living standards, etc…
* delete from par 57 a superfluous ‘some’ [additional resources]
* from par 119 delete a superfluous sentence about the need to reduce taxation as
soon as possible, after transition period. The amended par would still make this
point.
* par 155 instead of ‘output per man-hour’ he preferred ‘daily output’
* Threats to full employment’ (pars 26-32)
Curtin wanted these paragraphs’ references to the ‘transition’ to be deleted. He was
not against making any distinction between problems of transition and longer term
problems as he made no corrections to later passages where they were clearly
differentiated. However, in this part of the paper, the PM did not want the paper to
distinguish problems (matching the profile of labour demand and labour supply)
arising in the transition period, ‘the immediate post-war years’, from the future in
general. With the deletion of references to the transition, the theme of these pars
would be the long term threat of reduced demand for labour.
* In par 42, Curtin called for more emphasis. That is, he wanted a ‘special paragraph’
to be devoted to the draft words:
‘to examine measures to stabilise [substitute ‘for greater stability of’] the incomes,
and hence the expenditure, of Australian export producers, so as to offset the effect
of short-term fluctuations in the demand for Australian exports.’
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wanted reduction length of pars 158-62 on research finance for innovative industrial
projects, encouragement (within limits) of structural change – caution in offering
support to declining industries.
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From Aliens to Austr(aliens): a look at immigration and internment
policies – Dr Nonja Peters
In this paper I isolate the policies and acknowledge the sentiments that most
impinged on the shift in status of postwar immigrants from Aliens to Australian
citizens and the sense of belonging this should engender. In their publication,
Citizenship and the politics of belonging, Stephen Castles & Alastair Davidson
(2000:vii) 1 note that the membership of individuals in modern democratic societies
is marked by the status of citizenship and that those who belong in a given nationstate:
Have documents certifying their membership – generally a certificate of birth or
naturalization and an identity card or passport.
Possess a wide range of civil, political and social rights and a series of obligations to
the community and state; and that
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The democratic state needs the participation of all its members: everybody is meant
to belong.
Ann Mari Jordens claims that ‘a nation’s understanding of itself is revealed by the
categories of people it regards as foreign, as alien, as ‘other’. 2 The Macquarie
dictionary defines an ‘alien’ as ‘one born in or belonging to another country who has
not acquired citizenship by naturalization and is not entitled to the privileges of a
citizen.’
The Aborigines and the Chinese on the goldfields were among the first peoples
branded aliens by Australian authorities. The anti-Asian attitudes that first manifest
on pastoral properties and other places of Chinese indentured employment, evolved
on the Goldfields into an intense and escalating xenophobia against Chinese creditticket holders who came in their tens of thousands to compete with migrants from
many other countries for this precious resource. This racial antagonism had, by the
late 1890s, resulted in the passing of restrictive immigration legislation, which was
based on the Natal Act 14 of 1897. 3 This was, nonetheless, adopted into WA
legislation clean of any allusion to race. However, in contrast to the act, which
merely required a migrant to fill out a simple form in any European language,
Australian customs officers could make a prospective migrant complete a 50-word
dictation test in any European language. 4 Following this, ‘Asiatics’ and ‘Coloureds’
were excluded from the vision of the Australia of the future, a view that came to form
the basis for naturalization, citizenship and the franchise, for health, welfare,
occupational and foreign policy, diplomacy and defence. 5
Born out of the hybridity of 19th century Western racial theories, the idea for a
‘white Australia’ had by the 1880s not only achieved doctrinal status, it had became
the legislative foundation stone and ideological lodestar for the new Australian
Federation. Its local origins also lay in the protracted process of Aboriginal
dispossession, degradation and demise. When it was passed into law with the
inauguration of the Commonwealth of Australia in 1901, the rights and privileges of
Chinese residents became severely circumscribed. And under the rules for citizenship
in the naturalization Act of 1903 provided that applicants could not be natives of
Asia, Africa or the Pacific Islands (except NZ). 6
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The top-up of 390 000 mainly British settlers between 1905 and 1914, increased the
population from four to five million and helped retain the nation’s homogeneity.
However, the loss during WWI of 65,000 young Australians fighting for freedom on
foreign soil and the un-employability of the survivors engendered considerable
antagonism towards aliens, including Germans whose families had lived in SA for
over seventy years. 7 This animosity prompted the amendment to the Naturalisation
Act in 1917; henceforth no Certificate of Naturalisation would be issued unless
applicants had first renounced their own nationality, had advertised their intention of
becoming naturalized; and could read and write English.
Anxiety, associated with war looming in Europe, triggered further changes. In 1939
the national security -Alien Control- Regulations came to define an Alien not a British
subject within the meaning of the Nationality Act 1920-1936; and an alien was not
entitled ‘to all the political and other rights, powers and privileges to which a naturalborn British subject was entitled’ including the right to purchase property. Moreover,
purchasing naturalization papers in a magistrate’s court, was also no longer enough
because the regulations now stated that even ‘naturalised British subjects’ could be
treated as aliens. 8 Additional changes to the national Security Act, No.15, invoked
on 9 September 1939 (amended 21 June 1940) gave the Australian Government the
right to prescribe ‘any action to be taken – by or with respect – to alien enemies, or
persons having enemy associations or connections’. 9
Whilst it is possible to appreciate the regulation’s concern that enemy agents should
not own a radio transmitter or go near a military installation, it is difficult to
comprehend how revoking the rights of fishermen and market-gardeners designated
as being of ‘enemy alien origin’ and then interning them, including those who had
been naturalised, could result in anything other than a steep decline in the fish
cannery and tomato industry in rural and urban Australia. 10 Following the
amendment Australian authorities indiscriminately rounded-up, for internment,
Australian residents and citizens of Italian, German and Japanese descent and
labeled them enemy aliens – purely on the grounds of ethnicity and perceived
disloyalty. Internment activity intensified during periods of invasion such as that
perpetrated by Japan in 1941 and 1942. 11
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Rules applied to internees differed from those governing prisoners of war whose fate
was linked to the Geneva Convention. Internees were civilians whose place of birth or
political credo were deemed potentially dangerous to national security, though how
the Vienna Boys Choir and members of Wirth’s Circus came to be considered as
potentially dangerous to the nation, remains a mystery. 12 It appears that the only
safeguard of the rights of the individual during Australia’s period of government by
regulation was the commitment by Australians in authority to democratic principles.
13 However, Italians who appealed against their interment soon found, in contrast to
civilian law, that they had neither the right of habeas corpus, nor to any presumption
of innocence, thus they were deemed guilty until proven innocent. 14 Neither were
the concerns for justice expressed through public opinion sufficiently developed to
protect the rights of these citizens, and their loss of liberty generated no outcry.
As the external threat to Australia’s security passed and manpower needs became
more pressing, conscription into labour units came to replace internment as a means
of controlling Italian internees. The administration of internment was subsequently
removed from the Minister for the Army and placed in the Attorney-General’s office
until it came to an end in 1944 (Bosworth 1997:210)
Another outcome of the bombing of Darwin and Broome was Prime Minister John
Curtin’s address to the nation in December 1943 linking Australia’s security to an
increase in population – from seven to twenty million – by the beginning of the 21st
century. It also motivated him to reiterate his commitment to a ‘White Australia’:
‘our determination [is] that this country shall remain for ever the home of the
descendants of those people who came here in peace in order to establish a Britishowned colony.’ A commitment supported by Arthur Calwell, Australia’s first Minister
for Immigration, when he revived Billy Hughes’ 1937 slogan ‘populate or perish’ to
introduce the mass migration program. 15
The first ships carrying newcomers under the encouraged mass-assisted and
recruited migration schemes from Eastern, Central and Western Europe, the Baltic
States and Britain, arrived in WA in September 1947. The Displaced Persons and
voluntary migrants they carried would, the Australian public were told, arrest further
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population decline, help overcome the massive labour shortages inhibiting economic
growth, and increase security.
The newcomer’s settlement was governed by the 1948 Nationality and Citizenship
Act, which defined as alien ‘a person who does not have the status of a British
subject; is not an Irish citizen or protected person’. Before the Act, people living in
Australia were either British subjects or ‘aliens’. British subjects living in Australia
permanently were automatically granted Australian citizenship, and newly arrived
British migrants could become naturalised after 12 months (or upon proof that they
had served in a British unit during the war). Chifley became the first Australian
citizen on Australia day 1949. In contrast, Europeans had to wait five years for the
same privilege and file a ‘Declaration of Intention to become an Australian Citizen’
two years before their naturalisation could take place. Under the Aliens Act 1947
‘aliens’ had also to register and notify authorities when they changed their name or
moved to a new address or occupation. 16
The ‘reception on arrival’ of my father Jan Peters, who left the Netherlands under the
Allied Servicemen’s Scheme on the MS Volendam on 14 December 1948, was
determined by these Acts, as was that of my mother, brother and me who arrived
eight months later on the MS Ugolino Vivaldi, and that of our DP friends and other
migrants. The cramped housing, bomb-devastated landscapes, severe rationing, lack
of employment and the Cold War we had left behind, dimmed in significance when we
found ourselves brutally referred to as alien, called New Austr(aliens) and treated as
‘other’.
Such feelings were exacerbated by homesickness, unfamiliar foods and the primitive
conditions in the military camps and sub-standard dwellings in which we were
housed. Moreover we were subjected to labels such as Balt, Reffo, Dago, Jid, Spag or
Wog, not to mention the more inflammatory Kraut by hostile Australians, who
despite having lost sons on foreign soil, had not been given a voice when it came to
deciding on the composition of this mass migration influx after the war. And yet,
simultaneously, it was expected that we would rapidly assimilate – which meant
renounce our cultures and languages and progress quickly and smoothly to full
Australian citizenship as devised by the Nationality and Citizenship Act 1948.
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Inner city districts in host countries have acquired at various times such epithets as
‘little Italy, ‘little Athens’, ‘little Saigon’ or China town depending upon the culture
that dominates a particular historical timeslot. Rarely, if ever, have historians
applied a similar nomenclature to a nation state. Yet I propose that settlers arriving
in Australia from the 1940s to the 1970s entered the Indian-Pacific’s ‘Little Britain’.
Its inhabitants were predominately of British ethnic origin and its institutions had
been fashioned along English lines, traditions, mores, and values. 17 All policy was
designed to maintain the British character of Australia.
Assimilation meant abandoning all characteristics that made non-English
individuals visible in a crowd. This included the public use of languages other than
standard English and the wearing of unusual clothing. These expectations were
clearly spelled out in welcome material. In reality, however, as Jupp (1991:98) also
notes, few could reach these high expectations, including British subjects with strong
regional accents. Europeans, however, could not conform in any dimension. If they
could not speak English they were expected to remain silent in public. If they
attempted to communicate with a strong accent they were frequently ridiculed. If
they wore the clothes they brought from European camps or carried brief cases, they
were immediately identifiable as ‘reffos’. Although there were no laws requiring
conformity, Australian society had strongly developed and often rigid notions of
what was acceptable and what was not. The task of the government was to develop
policies and attitudes that would not disturb those notions while at the same time
extending to the ‘New Australians’ a sufficient welcome to prevent their total
alienation from the society which they were urged to join. Consequently, migrant
children, desperate to regain a sense of belonging and identity, could be forgiven for
choosing to construct an identity more akin to a British than Australian persona.
Sjannie, whose chosen metamorphosis proceeded along British lines, recalls:
“I know everything about England. I know almost nothing about Holland. When I was
a child I used to listen to BBC programs to pick up the better spoken language. I had
noticed that it was the middle class English who were the most accepted.” 18
Being labeled as ‘inferior class’ (compared to the ruling class) or ‘different’ by an
ethnic family by virtue of ‘a foreign education and vision’, though less frequently
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acknowledged, often engendered an experience of alienation akin to that imposed by
xenophobic or racist taunts. Many migrant children, denied the ‘safe haven’ a family
usually provides, lapsed into mental illness.
Creating a new identity, as Stephen Hall has noted, is not only an extremely complex
task, ‘never singular but multiple, and for non English speaking background (NESB)
migrants, frequently constructed across different languages, intersecting and
antagonistic, discourses, practices and positions’. 19 This manifest in my family, for
example, in the older children opting to appear more Australian by ingesting the
Aussie icons – Vegemite, Weeties and pumpkin – whereas our parent’s erred on the
side of the United Kingdom by serving-up British style fish and chips in our Toodyay
country café, instead of the Dutch-style patate frits in a paper cone smothered with
mayonnaise, which we loved. These dynamics set up all manner of contradictions
within the family, some of which were played out in the wider citizenship arena.
Among most Western Europeans the decision to become Australian citizens was
most often made for pragmatic reasons: to gain a license for a post office or liquor
store; to escape the embarrassment of having to register as aliens; to get a
permanent job in the government or to avoid the pressure exerted on migrants by
Australians to become citizens. Migrants complied because they perceived any
hesitancy on their part would be seen as hostile and ungrateful, a rejection of the
Australian way of life.
Migrants prepared to undergo naturalization nonetheless complained of feeling
‘stripped of any identity’ by the requirement to hand in their current passport weeks
before the ceremony takes place. This feeling was exacerbated, until the 1990s, by
the Government’s insistence they pledge to ‘forsake all other allegiances’ and pledge
allegiance to the British Queen – at the very least an act of disloyalty to their
genealogies for dubious benefits (in the 1960s, no equal pay, superannuation or
permanency). Changes to the citizenship ceremony since the advent of
multiculturalism have made the decision to become naturalised less daunting.
Migrants now make a pledge of commitment as Citizens of Australia, which reads:
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From this time forward, under God,* I pledge my loyalty to Australia and its people,
whose rights and liberties I respect, and whose laws I will uphold and obey. 20
* A candidate can choose to make the pledge with or without these words.
The following sentiment was common among the Dutch women I interviewed.
‘Naturalisation is just a piece of paper, it did not change us, – on the outside we were
Aussies but on the inside we were still Dutch. You can’t escape your early years, your
“Dutchness”, it is all you know.’ 21
In conclusion, fifty years on, I can say with conviction that:
Without the continual immigration over the last two centuries the modern urbanized
affluent society of today could not have been created.
We were also successful in reaching Prime Minister Curtin’s target population of 20
million – and almost on cue.
In March 2002 we officially welcomed the six millionth post-war migrant – a Filipina
information technologist.
However, these statements must be seen in their full context:
Although Australia has more overseas born than most Western societies, it is not
one of the most multicultural societies:
* Between 1788 and 1996 Britons dominated intakes.
* Until 1960, 50 per cent of intakes were British.
* Between 1949 and 2002, 32 per cent were British.
* Since the abandonement of White Australia in 1973, Britain and NZ continue to
provide the greatest intakes but our other major source countries have shifted from
Europe to the Asia Pacific, Middle East and South America.
Neither can we be entirely self-congratulatory on the front of migrant resettlement
services, for despite enormous improvements compared to the first 25 postwar
years, these remain notoriously under-resourced and vulnerable to cut backs, and
this inhibits their capacity to build-in the flexibility needed to deal with the constant
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changes in socio-economic, cultural and class background of newcomers from everchanging source countries.
The war with Iraq should also challenge Australians to take the time to ensure that
the current naturalization and citizenship act contains the necessary provisions to
guard against the internment of naturalised Australian citizens; and finally,
We should ensure that newcomers are given maximum support to achieve a robust
sense of belonging to Australian society by increasing migrants’ access and equity
to services and addressing all forms of discrimination and prejudice in the workplace,
school and society. One way a sympathetic attitude can be cultured that ensures
this happens is by the systematic recording of migrant communities’ histories and
by acknowledging their contribution to the socio-cultural and economic development
of their new home.
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Families and food: wartime tucker – Michal Bosworth
Musical introduction: Billy of Tea, Hammer ‘n Tap, LP, 1981; Giovanna’s deli, Kavisha
Mazzella, Joys of the Women CD, 1993
I want to talk today about how we Australians slowly moved from seeing the billy of
tea as the essence of our food tastes to our widespread celebration of what we can
buy in any European-style delicatessen. This change has taken place over a long
period of time, beginning in the 19th century in the eastern states and the first years
of the 20th century here in the west. Encapsulated within that time frame was the
Second World War. Here we see a Western Mail March 1942 advertisement for beer
illustrating what many Australians must have believed was a good meal: meat,
veggies and a goblet of beer. During the years especially from 1942, when the war
came almost to our doorstep, food was thrust to the forefront of the national
consciousness. It was put there by an advertising campaign which declared food to
be a ‘munition of war’. Australians were exhorted to save food, grow food, avoid the
black market in foods, raise chooks in the back yard and generally behave as though
every morsel was valuable. Thrift equated with virtue, and with money for war bonds.
John Curtin’s legacy can be read in many ways. He placed austerity on a public
platform but the exhibition at the John Curtin Centre also suggests that he opened
the path to a modern Australia. Among other things he realised a closer relationship
with the United States which inadvertently, perhaps, added to our food story, while
his government’s insistence on a period of planning for post-war reconstruction also
included food production as an important item. These two issues, the developing ties
with the US and government planning can, to some degree, be illustrated by the
history of Australian food.
It is not easy to generalise about diet and nutrition, even during the war, because
different people eat differently. Women eat differently from men, children from
adults, the poor from the rich and migrants from the Anglo-Australians. During
wartime there was also a difference between urban and rural eaters. Many farmers,
despite drought and rationing, had continuing access to abundant cream, fresh fruits
and eggs, as well as plenty of meat. Townspeople were not always so well supplied.
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Rationing, first introduced in 1942 when tea was put on coupons, thus was not a
simple matter. It was bound to affect different groups in the population differently.
For example, coffee drinkers could barter their tea coupons for extra advantage, but
inveterate tea drinkers were at an immediate disadvantage. Two ounces a week is not
much for those accustomed to consuming up to eight cups a day.
Wet tea leaves were dried and re-used, tea was made with sugar, left in the pot and
then bottled and diluted so it would go farther. But not everyone was rationed. Those
who lived in remote parts of the country (in WA that meant north of Geraldton) were
never rationed. Food controls in Australia were partial and not particularly severe.
The history of food is a relatively new area for Australian historians. Recent
scholarship, particularly from the United States, assesses wartime changes through
gender and race: women moved from the kitchen into the workforce, home-makers
lost their cooks, they lost their maids, they began to acquire or to see reason to
acquire, domestic appliances. 1 There were similar experiences here as women
undertook jobs otherwise closed to them, although advertisements for kitchen
appliances began after the First World War and continued throughout the 1950s as
women were encouraged back to the home.
Australians were quick to examine government policies and the committees which
were spawned in order to implement them. 2 War proved a great motor for social
control (among other things) and several groups were established to advise farmers
and government how to respond to home needs as well as exports. Decisions on what
needed to be grown and how it was to be marketed were made by groups of
producers and experts around the country. From these years Australians got the
Australian Food Council, followed by the Potato Board, the Egg Marketing Board, the
Wheat Board, the District War Agricultural Committees and many more product
committees, several of which remained in place for years after 1945. 3
Australians were lightly rationed compared to other combatants. The basis for
rationing in all countries which introduced it was to equalise the food supply and to
reduce inflation and the malign grip of a black market. Policy makers were influenced
by the British example of rationing but never had to institute such draconian
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measures as the British Ministry of Food. Here, rationing was introduced to ensure
civilians did not hoard valuable resources, to be certain that Australian servicemen
were fed adequately (although army food requires a paper to itself), to fulfil trade
agreements with the British government and to provide for the American servicemen
stationed here. Rationing was not the result of scarcity, but more the result of
planning needed to feed so many extra mouths. Glut, especially with fruits, was an
unforeseen problem. The British no longer accepted fruit imports because the
nutritional value of apples and pears was not as high as meat or cheese and the
product took too much space in valuable shipping. In W.A. apple orchards were pulled
out, apples were fed to pigs, a local juice was prepared, competitions were mounted
for recipes to use the fruit, but the problem did not disappear until the Americans
declared their fondness for apple pies.
Health and nutrition were vital new areas for research. It is surprising to note that
these important matters were still in their infancy as far as public awareness was
concerned since we now seem to be bombarded with information about the
importance of eating correctly. In the last quarter of the 19th century some medical
men had begun to equate nutrition and certain foods with health. Dr Philip Muskett,
for example, in 1893 had noted severely that Australian ‘consumption of butcher’s
meat and of tea is enormously in excess of any common sense requirements and is
paralleled nowhere else in the world.’ 4 In 1939 Australians still ate more meat than
anyone else, beating even the Americans, with their average 248 lbs a year (an
amount which did not include wild foods like rabbit and kangaroo) and drank more
tea, averaging 6.9lbs per head. As late as 1962 a West Australian psychologist,
Ronald Taft, who produced a Scale of Australianism, a series of statements to be
posed to ‘new Australians’ to see if they would be more or less likely to adapt to local
customs, included the assertion: ‘Wine is a good drink to offer a friend who drops in
for a visit’. To agree with this was wrong -too European by half. By implication, beer
or tea were preferred. 5 Those whose job it is to measure our food intake, generally
agree that altering a person’s tastes is one of the hardest things to succeed in doing.
We are wedded to what we eat (and drink) for food is very much part of our culture.
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A Commonwealth Advisory Committee on Nutrition had been established in 1936
because of fears that the Depression was harming the health of low income families,
a fear that was later borne out in a country-wide survey of eating habits, when it was
discovered that some children were under-nourished, especially in country areas,
although rickets and scurvy did not appear to be problems. These children did not
drink enough milk or eat enough fresh fruit and vegetables. The committee continued
to meet throughout the war, and after, as did the small state branches concerned
with the same issues. It was believed many adults viewed milk merely as a necessary
addition to their tea, rather than an essential ‘protective food’ for the growth of
childish bones. But milk in Western Australia still carried the threat of TB, a matter
which did not deter doctors and volunteer organisations from encouraging children
and pregnant women to drink more.
Prunes also occupied nutritionists’ time. From January 1943 they were available
only for invalids, infants and children in this State. Today this preoccupation appears
a little esoteric, but not enough prunes were being sent across the Nullabor. For
Western Australia’s main problem then as now, was its remoteness from the eastern
states where manufacturers, themselves struggling with short supplies, found it
difficult to provide WA with packaged foods. Nutritional science (as you can see by
the claims made for vegemite) (Border Morning Mail 21 August 1952) still had a way
to go, but infants, children and mothers were favoured recipients when certain foods
were short. On vegemite labels now you can read the advice to eat a ‘varied diet’.
Did the war push people to try alternative foods? Did it in some way prepare
Australians for an influx of new people and new tastes afterwards? Such matters take
time but questions associated with the acquisition of new tastes during the war are
inextricably linked with the presence of the American forces in Australia. Coca Cola
and hamburgers were readily accepted. 6 The American soldiers were welcomed with
open arms, at least to begin with.
In 1942, the Australian Women’s Weekly suggested:
‘We can break the boredom of camp life for these young men from America, give
them a home from home. A dinner with a dinkum Australian family can do more to
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bind the ties of friendship between the two countries than a hundred
plenipotentiaries. Since California has come to Canberra, Minneapolis to Melbourne
and South Carolina to Sydney, it’s up to us Australians to see that they meet the
folks.’
And what were Australians advised to feed their guests?
‘American chop stew with mint flavoured glazed carrots and peas.
Trim the veal chops neatly and flour well, season on both sides with salt and pepper
and brown in hot fat. When nicely coloured pour one cup of sour cream over chops
and simmer until meat is tender. Remove to a hot plate, garnish with tomatoes sliced
thickly , dipped in melted fat and sprinkled well with grated cheese and browned at
the top of a very hot oven. Thicken liquid in pan, adding more cream if necessary and
strain over chops.’ 7
The Americans had a more varied dietary expectation than Australian soldiers with
39 items in their rations compared to the Australian soldier’s 24, and may have been
somewhat surprised at this effort to harden their arteries. Fresh fruit formed part of
most meals, they ate beef rather than lamb and had a fondness for sweet-corn. They
drank coffee rather than tea, and ice cream was always available in their camps, in
complete contrast to the Australian situation both for servicemen and civilians. (New
Zealand soldiers on the other hand were not so deprived). Some vegetables, like okra,
never grown before in WA except possibly in private gardens, were special to the
African American servicemen.
Two young women who drove American officers in Queensland recorded what seems
to have been an unexceptional experience. They stopped at a café for breakfast:
‘Steak and coffee for five,’ yelled out the waitress…
‘How did you know what we were going to order?’
”Mericans never eat nuthin’ else,’ she said. 8
The cooking was disappointing.
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Australians benefited from the alliance and Lend-Lease. Between January 1942 and
September 1944 Australia supplied 1,500,000,000 pounds of food-stuffs to the
American forces at a value of around £45,800,000. 9 How was this vast quantity
achieved? In 1942, as the result of an unfortunate botulism scare in tinned beetroot,
the US sent processing technicians as well as experts in agriculture to achieve
improvements.
WA’s industrial base was too small to make much of a difference. Here even milking
machines were the exception rather than the rule and once young active men had
enlisted from dairy farms milk production slumped. It became imperative to replace
their labour with machinery that could only be imported from the US. Tractors were
constructed in WA but after the war that one company went out of business, unable
to compete with American imports which were sturdier and better designed. WA was
particularly short of other expertise with no trained dietitians at all, although by
1942 grocers were well aware of the added selling power of foods advertised with
vitamins.
By 1944 American influence on diet extended as far as the seven food groups
declared to be necessary for health. 10 Now we have five, but ideas of nutrition had
become ‘scientific’ and important. Other evidence suggesting that nutrition had now
become a focus for family food lies in Kraft cheese advertisements for the Oslo lunch,
and in Perth in the establishment in 1946 of the first Oslo lunch kitchen in Mt.
Hawthorn public school.
Rationing was progressively introduced in Australia: tea in July 1942 (two ounces);
sugar 31 August 1942 (one pound a week); butter 7 June 1943 (one half pound a
week); and meat 17 January 1944 (average two and a quarter pounds a week, but
this was later reduced). 11 It was later claimed that: ‘During the war years more food
was produced and less wasted and fewer Australians went hungry than at any other
time in the country’s history,’ 12 but this happy estimate ignores the shortages of
grocery items that were aggravating.
The grocer felt himself to be in the front line when controlling distribution of scarce
items. He was told by his professional association that he had a responsibility to
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apportion scarce goods rationally and fairly, yet goods like tobacco, matches, Bex,
APC, marmite, blue, nugget boot polishes, Kiwi polishes, mustard, were in effect
rationed by wholesalers from December 1941. All grocers were encouraged to hold
three months emergency food supplies as reserve stocks while at the same time they
were introducing new foods as substitutes for things they could not get, among them
were cashew nuts, instead of Brazil nuts.
For most Australians their diet remained plain; one well suited to their Prime Minister
whose favourite meal was the lamb roast. Elsie Curtin liked stews, cornish pasties,
meat and three veg and baked wonderful scones, contributing her recipe to the pages
of the Australian Women’s Weekly. Her attitudes towards food seem similar in many
ways to the pages in hand written cookbooks I have in my study, written by my
grandmother and her two sisters. They reflect their Scottish and English heritage and
have little mention of herbs beyond parsley and mint, and none of taste enhancers
like garlic or soya sauce.
Considering food as evidence, Curtin’s time as Prime Minister can be seen as pointing
to times of change at least in technology. The wartime advertising campaign led
Australians to consider what they were eating more closely than ever before. But
Australians believed they ate well. When post-war migrants complained about the
menus in hostels they were met initially with incredulity. Meat was served at every
meal with occasional substitutions of eggs or cheese at breakfast. Understanding of
cultural differences in diet and nutrition arrived only with a more open, and better
travelled, world. A world that the Second World War made possible.
Appendix: Wartime recipes
Please note the names of the dishes. Political correctness had not yet arrived.
GYPSY SAUSAGES
Wash and remove ribs from big firm leaves of a cabbage – cook in slightly salted
water until tender but firm. Remove and allow to dry.
Mix 1.5 cups of bread crumbs,
half a cup of grated cheese,
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1 cup chopped apples,
1 cup stoned prunes,
1 cup chopped cooked veal.
Add 2 tablespoons of melted butter, moisten with a little gravy
Season with salt and pepper and pinch of marjoram
Place two tablespoons of stuffing on each cabbage leaf. Roll into neat rolls, pack
together into a casserole.
Pour over a cup of cream or milk.
Cook slowly until sausages are lightly brown.
Serve with tiny bacon rolls fried crisp.
Australian Women’s Weekly, 7 June 1941
JEWISH PUDDING
Three quarters of a two pound loaf of white bread without the crusts, stand in water
over-night. Carefully squeeze out all water.
One quarter pound each of raisins, sultanas and Jordan almonds
Half a packet of mixed spice
3 eggs; 1 cup milk; 1 cup sugar
Mix thoroughly and pour into pie dish
Dot the top with butter and almonds
Bake in slow oven
2/6d to Florence McConnell of Victoria
Australian Women’s Weekly, 3 January 1942
RUSSIAN SUPPER DISH
Half a pound of cold mutton, 2 tomatoes, quarter pound of dry macaroni, 1 teaspoon
of meat extract, 2 eggs, pepper and salt.
Boil macaroni until tender and line mould with it. Cut up any remaining and mix with
finely minced meat and tomatoes cut into small pieces.
Add salt and pepper to taste and meat extract.
Pour into mould
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Steam for one hour
Serve with gravy.
2/6d to Mrs. H. Rosewall, South Australia
Australian Women’s Weekly, 11 April 1942
Seven Food Groups of 1942
1. green and yellow vegetables, raw or cooked
2. citrus, tomatoes, raw salad greens
3. potatoes and other vegetables and fruit
4. milk and milk products
5. meat and other protein, for example eggs, nuts, beans and dried peas
6. butter or margarine
7. breads and cereal.
Compare with Five Food Groups, 2003
1. Cereals and potatoes
2. Fruits and vegetables
3. Meat, fish and alternatives (nuts eggs etc)
4. Milk and Dairy products
5. Fatty and sugary foods
The entire nutritional basis for understanding food groups has altered as more
research has been completed.
Endnotes:
1. See especially, Amy Bentley, Eating for Victory: food rationing and the politics of
domesticity, University of Illinois Press, 1998 and her bibliography for recent
publications.
2. See J.R. Cramp, ‘Food -the first munition of war’ in Journal and Proc. of Royal Aust.
Historical Society, Vol. xxxi, Pt.II, 1945; Commonwealth Yearbook 36, 1944 and 1945;
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and D.P. Mellor’s volume in the official history, Series 4 (Civil), The Role of Science
and Industry, Canberra. 1958.
3. M. Bosworth, ‘Eating for the nation: food and nutrition on the homefront’ in J.
Gregory (ed.), On the Homefront, Nedlands, UWA Press, 1996.
4. Philip E. Muskett, The Art of living in Australia, London, 1893, reprinted 1987 by
Kangaroo Press, Sydney, p. 1 of Preface. Muskett was firmly in favour of fish and
salads and a variety of vegetables to alleviate the potato and cabbage fixation of the
times.
5. Cited in Janis Wilton and Richard Bosworth, Old Worlds and New Australia: the
post-war migrant experience, Penguin Books Australia, 1984.
6. After the war Perth boasted 11 hamburger cafes instead of the single place before.
7. Australian Women’s Weekly, 2 May 1942, editorial, p.14; Cookery pages, p. 31.
8. M. Mann and B. Foott, We drove the Americans, Sydney 1944, pp.82-3.
9. J.R. Cramp, ‘Food -the first munition of war’ in Journal and Proc. of Royal Aust.
Historical Society, Vol. xxxi, Pt.II, 1945, pp. 65-91.
10. See Appendix.
11. Sausages, edible offals, canned meats, poultry, rabbits, fish, bacon and ham were
not rationed. See Commonwealth Yearbook 36, 1944 and 1945.
12. D.P. Mellor, The Role of Science and Industry, p.601
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